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ABSTRACT

Increasing population rates of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) are occurring in several countries and continents. The impact regarding vascular activity, consequences and complication is scarce and makes the future perspective unclear. The aim of this report is to describe the changes in a high-volume University Hospital, relevant for future decisions. The mortality and morbidity should be higher not only in COVID+ patients but also in vascular patients.

Introduction

The widespread and high rate of viral infection have made it necessary to elaborate adequate strategy on the issue, facing surgical departments during the COVID-19 pandemic. The points of interest on which to focus attention were directed to a redistribution of resources and priority classes. The first decision is to divide the healthcare building in COVID and non COVID area/hospital; then, give priority to the diseases to be treated within the framework, favoring only those that are serious and life-threatening or those with a high risk of disability, developing a cohesive leadership team and system for frequent communication throughout the department, ensuring adequate hospital capacity to care for an anticipated influx of COVID-19 patients, safeguarding supplies of blood products and personal protective equipment to protect patients and all staff working in the hospital.

Therefore, it was essential to reduce the elective activities and surgical practice in the various specialties to ensure the necessary resources in the management of the spread of the related COVID-19 pathology; these measures led to a drastic reduction in non-essential activities related to the various branches with a clear polarization in COVID-19 hospitals dedicated to emergency activities as can be observed in the last quarter also in our center. As a consequence, the trend of the pandemic in Italy had a dramatic inversely proportional trend on vascular surgical activity (Table 1).

To cope with an unprecedented emergency since World War II, scientific societies quickly updated behavioural guidelines. Numerous specialists are involved in the elaboration of the guidelines that may be of interest for vascular surgery, which must consider both the aspects of prevention of the spread of the disease and the health of the patient in an emergency condition. They are listed in (Table 2). In our experience, treatment protocols have been implemented which involved the hospital in the division into COVID and non-COVID areas, the implementation of
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personnel and patient protection protocols, antibiotic prophylaxis and anaesthesiological management of the patient to be operated on carotid CEA surgery. For example, an experience regarding the clinical course of a patient with an indication for an urgent carotid TEA is reported here.

**Table 1:** Healthcare practices and COVID-19: hospital (left) and COVID regional progression (right).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speciality</th>
<th>Reason for involvement</th>
<th>Development of guidelines</th>
<th>date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vascular surgery</td>
<td>Treatment priority</td>
<td>Management board / SICVE website communication</td>
<td>22/03/2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infectious diseases</td>
<td>Adoption of additional precautions for limiting infection and bacterial overlap during hospitalization</td>
<td>SIMThttps://www.sicp.it/aggiornamento/linee-guida-bp-procedures/202005/pandemia-covid-19-cdc/</td>
<td>25/06/2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anesthesia</td>
<td>Pre-intra and postoperative management protocol.</td>
<td>SIAARTI VAS COVID: vascular approach to the positive COVID-19 patient</td>
<td>4/4/2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health management</td>
<td>The clinical course of the patient from first aid to operating room*</td>
<td><a href="http://intranetptv/coronavirus/5418-lg-alla-v2.pdf">http://intranetptv/coronavirus/5418-lg-alla-v2.pdf</a></td>
<td>23/03/2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* including the hospitalization wards.

**Case Report**

A female 76-year-old, suffering from arterial hypertension in good pharmacological compensation, dyslipidemia, chronic atrial fibrillation in TAO (Sintrom 20 mg). In the anamnesis, no relevant neurological signs or symptoms are associated with transient ischaemic events (TIA). She arrived at the emergency room of our hospital for symptoms compatible with right hemisindrome with complete facio-brachio-crural plegia, motor aphasia and speech production deficit; she then performed an emergency skull CT that documented the frontal-parietal ischaemic area consistent with the symptomatological framework in progress. Therefore, hospitalization in the NeuroStroke Unit was arranged. The administration of anti-inflammatory and anti-edema therapy with Mannitol 100 mg ev/ die and Corticosteroid brought regression of the symptoms in the following 14 days. For the completion of the diagnostic process, Angio-CT of the neck useful for planning the surgical procedure (Figure 2), brain angio-MRI was performed, which showed absence of Blood-Brain Barrier damage, and Echocolourdoppler of the supra-aortic trunks which documented severe atheromasia of the left carotid axis with mixed component plaque (Grayscale 3) fibrolipid, posteriorly ulcerated and determining stenosis of about 75% of endoluminal vessel diameter according to NASCET criteria. In relation to plaque instability and the possibility of a new emboligenic source congruent to the previously described lesion, following a stabilization from the neurological and general aspects, it was subjected to carotid endarterectomy. The anaesthesiological management has provided for the use of the GlideScope AVL®, with the aim of reducing the proximity of the operator from the introduction of the endotracheal tube. (Figure 1). An endarterectomy with a standard technique was the procedure which was compatible with the new SICVE indications that frame the symptomatic stenoses of the carotid artery in the risk categories according to the European and WHO new guidelines.

![Figure 1](image1.png) **Figure 1:** Intraoperative cautions. The use of the GlideScope® system moves the anesthesiologist away from the mouth, limiting proximity to the patient when she opens the mouth. The operating team takes the necessary precautions. There is an eye barrier and two protection layers: (normal surgical masks and FFP2) during surgery.
Figure 2: Triphasic CTA with multiplanar reconstruction of LCA, showing calcified lesion with fresh thrombus in a posterior wall of the artery.

Discussion

The treatment of a patient suffering from other urgent pathology in a COVID-19 Hospital requires the application of new prevention and protection hygiene-health procedures through new multidisciplinary measures. In order to avoid contagion by healthcare personnel, the dedicated team needs a preliminary infectious disease screening consisting of a gold-pharyngeal swab and a blood sample. When setting up and preparing materials inside the operating room, pay attention to the number of operators required and the distance between them, when possible; the protection of all staff employed is increased with the use of multilayer devices, an overlap of the inhaled and exhaled air filter devices (FFP 2 and 3 + surgical masks) and use of visors or safety goggles. With the purpose to reduce the exposure to the patient’s Fluge microdroplets and particulates, during the anaesthesiological induction and intubation phase, is evident the need to increase the operator-patient distance by using glides or tracheal cannulas of greater length and interposing a layer disposable of plastic protector that interrupts the contiguity of the exhaled elements.

In line with the new indications for surgical procedures and the recent measures outlining behavioural models to be followed to decrease the risk of contagion, there is a need to develop centers dedicated to the treatment of COVID-19 in the area with consequent limitation of resources for this function (Figure 3). Services such as outpatient activities, first-level diagnostic services and instrumental follow-ups of patients with chronic pathological conditions or previously undergoing surgery are suspended. Elective surgical activity is put on standby; cases in need of timely treatment are redistributed throughout the territory in dedicated non-COVID-19 hospitals. The emergency channel has instead preserved the urgency, after careful evaluation during triage and after stabilization of the framework, where possible, is transferred to another center. Therefore, the drastic reduction of activities in a quantitative and qualitative sense is evident.

Conclusion

In the current era dominated by the spread and constant increase of COVID-19-positive cases, the symptomatic variability of the pathology imposes the need to create dedicated alternative healthcare facilities on the territory. The marked limitations of the indications and treatment possibilities of specialist surgeries are based on the rationale of avoiding the saturation of aids and places in intensive care, which are reserved for the treatment of this pathology allowing the turnover of the anaesthesiological staff and simultaneously reducing the biological risk for all personnel involved. Currently only the surgical activity of the treatment of neoplastic pathology is maintained; the second available channel is the one reserved for the emergency. Probably the indispensable activity of specialist surgeries will be decentralized with the possibility of using dedicated facilities at other centers after careful screening and monitoring of the conditions of the operators. If this evolution continues over time, an increase in mortality from cardiovascular-related diseases can be expected.
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